LEE TAPER CRIMP DIE

The Lee Taper Crimp Die greatly improves the accuracy of ammunition reloaded with other brands of dies and older Lee Dies. There is little or no advantage when used with 1986 or newer Lee Dies as the crimp angle is already a modified taper crimp.

All cases vary slightly in length and thickness. This difference affects crimp uniformity directly in proportion to the taper of the crimp. The slow taper of these dies are relatively unaffected by normal case variances. Therefore, all cases receive a uniform crimp which improves accuracy by providing a uniform start pressure.

INSTRUCTIONS

TAPER CRIMP DIES are used to crimp the bullet in place after it has been seated with your regular bullet seating die. Your bullet seating die should be adjusted to seat the bullet to the desired depth without any crimp.

- Adjust the taper crimp die until it touches the case mouth and then turn it in 1/2 turn more. Fine adjust to suit and finger tighten the lock ring.
- When removing the die from the press, always loosen the lock ring. This insures the lock ring will maintain its setting.